Sympathetic premotor neurons mediating thermoregulatory functions.
The sympathetic nervous system controls various homeostatic conditions, such as blood circulation, body temperature, and energy expenditure, through the regulation of diverse peripheral effector organs. In this system, sympathetic premotor neurons play a crucial role by mediating efferent signals from higher autonomic centers directly to sympathetic preganglionic neurons in the intermediolateral cell column of the spinal cord. The medulla oblongata is thought to subsume many sympathetic premotor neurons, and the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) has been established to contain the sympathetic premotor neurons responsible for cardiovascular control. Although premotor neurons controlling other effector organs than the cardiovascular system have been largely unknown, recent accumulating findings have suggested that medullary raphe regions including the raphe pallidus and raphe magnus nuclei are candidates for the pools of excitatory sympathetic premotor neurons involved in thermoregulation. Further recently, excitatory premotor neurons controlling the thermoregulatory effector organs, brown adipose tissue and tail, have been identified with expression of vesicular glutamate transporter (VGLUT)3, whereas those for cardiovascular control were characterized with VGLUT2 expression. The VGLUT3-expressing premotor neurons would mediate thermoregulation including fever induction, and could be also involved in the control of energy metabolism.